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SUMMARY

An inveati@ion was conducted on the e$ect oj &ust-
stack nozzle area, 8hupe,and length on engine power, jet thru%,
and gain in net thrwt (engk propeller plw jei). Single-
qti?inderengine O?UZ%were obtuined wing three 8traighi 8tack8
,26, .+4, and 108 hC?W in bn.gth;an $8huped 8ti, a 90°
bend, a 180° bend, and a 8hort 8traighl stack having a clo8ed
branch faired into ii. Each stack w jilted with TWZdi?8
va~ing in m-t area jrom 0.91 @uure inch to the unrestricted
area oj the dad oj 42?0 8quure incheg. The en@ne was
g87Wd~ opfl(kO? over a range Oj 8n.@.8 8pw?.sj7’om 1$00
to WOO rpm, inlet-manifold prc+wu.wfrom %? to 36 inch.w
oj mercuy ab801ute,&& premu.resjrom 12 to 30 inclwa
oj mercuy ab80hde,and af&ir rdio oj 0.08.

The /4788in @m power, the jet thrust, and the gain in net
thrusi are correlated in L9rnwoj sevord simple parameter.
An enzmple is givenjor dd.ermini~ the optimum nozzh areu
and the over-d? rwt thrwt.

INTRODUCTION

In 1932 it was shown by computations in reference 1
that an appreciable increaaein net thrust horsepower (engine
propoller plus jet) might be expected on an aircraft engine
when the exhaust stack of each engine cylinder is directed
to discharge remwardly. Flight data of the XI?-41 airplane
in 1940 (reference 2) showed that net thrust gains of the
mtignitudo predicted by computations could be obtained in
practice.

In the flight investigation on the XP41 airplane, two
exhausLstack nozzle sizes (exit areas) were tried and it was
found that the smallernozzles gave larger jet thrust than the
larger nozzles “but, because the smaller nozzles introduced
too great o restriction to the exhatikgas flow, a loss in engine
power occurred with the result that the net thrust horsepower
and the maximum airplane velocity were greater for the
larger nozzlw. The maximum net thrust horsepower
would probably have been obtained with an intermediate
nozzle size. This investigation ipdicated the need for data
to determine the optimum mhaust nozzle size for maximum
net thrust horsepower. Consequently an investigation was
conducted at the NACA Langley Field laboratory during
1940-41, using a straight exhaust stack 25 inches long with

various nozzle exit areas. This investigation was reported
in reference 3.

A second investigation was conducted in 1942 using
exhaust stacks of various shapes such as would be necessary
for aircraft installations. Four different shapes and two
additional lengths were tested with various nozzle exit
areas. Thk investigation waa reported in reference 4.

Reported herein is a summary of references 3 and 4 giving
the effect of exhaustaozzle area, stack shape, and length,
on engine power, jet thrust, and the gain in over-all net
thrust in terms of several simple parameters. An example
is given for the design of optimum jet stacks and for the
gain in net thrust horsepower.

SYMBOLS

A nozzle area, (sq ft)
mean exhaust+gasthrust, (lb)

; fuel-air ratio
indicated power, @p)

10 indicated power with unrestricted exhaust stack, (hpl
M. average mass flow of exhaust gaa, (slugs/see)
‘n engine speed, (rps)
PO atmospheric pressure, (lb/sq ft or in. Hg absolute)
p inlet-manifold pressure, (lb/sq ft or in, Hg absolute)

gas constant of air, (ft-lb)/(slug) ~F)
T= inlet-manifold temperature, (“R)
v~ displacement volnpe, (cu ft)

airplane velocity, (ft/see)
7, mean exhaus&gas jet velocity, (ft/see)
(V,)a~reflcctive mean exha&-gas jet velocity, (ft/see)
VP propeller efficiency
l’s volumetric efficiency of engine
%,0 volumetric efficiency with unrestricted exhaust stack

1.s3 -
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ANALYSIS

The gas in the cylinder at the end of the expansion stroke
is M a pressureconsiderably above atmospheric and is capable
of performing an appreciable amount of work by further
exqmnsion. Jet propulsion provides a means for utiki.ng
this work. The potential energy in the cylinder is trans-
formed into kinetic energy in the exhaust jet and the thrust
is derived from jet reaction.

Ih the conventionrd aircraft engine the gases are discharged
through the vabe passage with acoustic velo@ty and con-
siderable loss in the availabfity of the energy occurs because
of acoustic shock and because the kinetic energy is trans-
formed into heat by turbulence and friction in the bends
and chnnges in passage area and shape. These losses can
be reduced by providing nozzk at the end of the exhaust
stacks. The use of nozzles having small areas as compared
with the valve-passage arm dl obviously reduce flow
losses because then the velocity through the valve passages
and exhrmst ports would be small with the result that the
shock, friction, and turbulence losses would be decreased.
The pressure would be transferred fkom the cylinder to the
nozzle, where it may be efficiently converted into velocity.
Operation with extremely small nozzles, however, would
result in the trapping of high-pressure exhaust gas in the
engine cylinder and would cause a considerable loss in engine
power. The optimum nozzle area is defined as bat “area
which provides the maximum sum of the thrust powers of the
engine and of the jet.

The indicated horsepower is defined as the difference in
horsepowers of the power process (compression and expan-
sion strokes) and of the dischwging and charging processes
and is =umed to be proportional to the chargeair flow.
It is further assumed that during the charging process the
residurdgas in the clearammvolume is compr~ed adiabatic-
ally to the inlet-manifold pressure p.. Baaed on this
definition and these assumptions reference 3 shows that the,
ratio @ of inwp to pm is mainly a function of p.lpm and
o&4 for constant Tm,f, and spark advance. The change
in engine power redting from the redirectionof the exhaust-
stack exit aren is represented by the quantity Ad and

(1)

Similarly volumetric efficiency q, and change in volumetric
efficiency due to restriction of the exhaust stack Aq, can be
shown to be functions of polpmand vdn/A.

By assuming that the largest part of the exhaust gas is
discharged from the nozzle with acoustic velocity, reference 3
shows that the mean exhausbgas jet velocity ~. is a
function principally of p. ~/M.. Thus

().&!T7,=g’=fa~fe (2)

The net thrust horsepower when exhaus~gas jet thrust is
utilized is the sum of engine-propeller-thrust and jetithrust
horsepowers. In reference 4 it has been shown that the
change in net thrust horsepower is proportional to

(3)JbLm 7P

In order to account for a change in drag caused by any
changes in the quanti@- of engine charge air, the term

—A~.RT~qp— shouId be added to the right side of equation (3).

Because it is impractical to operate with a nozzle area re-
stricted to such an extent as to affect the volumetric efficiency,
this term haa been dropped. The above equation is based
on the assumption that the change in brake horsepower
caused by nozzle restriction at constant engine speed is the
,same as the change in indicated power. The quantity
A+= is considered as a net increase in the mean effective
pressure of the engine divided by the irdet-manifold pressure.
If A&is considered to be due to an effective mean exhaust-
gas jet velocity (~.)uf, it maybe expressed as

The substitution

(1+3 vA@T=~ V,~ (~c).ff (4)
m

of equation (3) into equation (4) and the. .
solution for (Ve)~f gives

(6)

It has previously been shown that A@_md q, are functions
mainly of pO/pmand v~/A and that V. is a function of
p#@fC. but

.A=pO A 2RTm
%1-● p. Vdn‘~; (6)

Thus, if po/pm is constant, A4 and q, may be considered
functions of p. A/M. and for constant V/qp,itisseen that
(V.)a~ is also a function of p. A/M,.

APPARATUS

Ezhaust-gas staoks and nozzles,-Several differently
shaped exhaust stacks were used. These stacks included
(a) three straight stacks 25, 44, and 108 inches in length,
(b) an offset or %haped stack, (c) n 90° bend, (d) a 180°
bend, and (e) a straight stack having a closed branch faimd
into it. The length of the curved stacks varied from Ilfi
inches for the 90° bend to 44 inches for the 180° bend.
The length of all the stacks included the length of the nozzle.
Each stack had an inside diameter of 25i6inchca. A sketch
giving the main dimensions of the curved stacks is shown
in figure- 1. In some cases it waa convenient to use short
inserts in the stack m an aid in changing nozzles These
inserts are shown by dashed lines in figure 1.

The nozzles used with each of the stacks were 6 inches
long and consisted of a 3-inch tapered section faired into
l-inch straight sections at each end. The nozzle-exit areas
rsmged from 0.91 to 4.20 (unrestricted stack) square inches.

Setup,-The single-cylinder test engine for this investiga-
tion waa an 1820-G engine modified to operate with only
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one oylinder. The regular crankcase, cranksh~t,
piston, and master connecting rod were retained.

CamE,

The
compreasio~ ratio was 6.4. The air-cooled cylinder was
enclosed in a sheehmetal jacket open at the front and the
rear; n motordriven centrifugal blower provided the neces-
sary cooling air. Air for the supercharged condition was
obtained from the laborato~ central air supply. An electric
dynamometer was used to measure the torque of the engine
and an electrically operated revolution counter and a stop
watch were used h determine the engine speed. Thermo-
couples were provided to measure cylinder temperatures.
Tho engine charge air was measured by means of an orifice
plate in the air-intake duct. A tank was installed between
the engine and the oriiice plata to damp out pulsations.
The fuel flow was measured by a calibrated rotameter.

The tank into which the exhaust gas was discharged during
the tests to determine the effect of exhaushnozzle restric-
tion and stack shape on engine power with various exhaust
pressures had a volume of approximately 70 cubic feet.
Tho engine exhaust stack was connected to the tank with a
length of flexible tubing. A tap for measuring static pres-
sure was locxded in the tank. Tank pressures were main-
tained by operation of an exhaustar.

The mean exhaus~ thrust at sea-level exhaust pr&sure
was measured by means of the thrust target shown dia-
gramnmticdly in figure 2 (a). The exhaust gas discharged
from the nozzle B, entered the target through the hole in
the cover plate A, impinged on the stainless-steel plate C,
and left the target through the two pipes D normal to the
jot and parallel to the axis of support of the target. These
pipes were provided with vertical guide van= E b tie
discharge of the gas from the tank in ,a direction normal to
tho nozzle axis. The exhaust manifold F fitted over these
pipes but without contact. The hole in the cover plate A
was approximately % inch greater in diameter than the
nozzle-exit passage. A diilerent plate was used for each
nozzle size. The end of the nozzle was located approxi-
mately K inch horn the plate A. I?remure tap M was
located in the target in a position to measure only stiitic
pressure, This target was used only with the 25-inch
stack and the various nozzle+

Exhaust-gas thrust measurements at simulated altitude
conditions were made by means of the thrust target shown
in figure 2 (b). The target K was suspended within the
tank L, which was connected to an exhauster. Altitude
pressures could be maintained in the tank by operation of
the exhaustar. The nozzle B was attached to the tank L
in a manner to prevent leakage. The exhaust gas entered
the target through the hole in the cover plate A. & in the
previous case, a separate cover plate was provided for each
nozzle. Deflectws C were provided to distribute the ex-
haust gas in the target and guide vanes E, to insure dischmge
of the exhaust gas through the exit pipe D in a direction
porpendictiar ta the nozzle exit. The axis of the pipe D
intersected the axis of the hollow shaft O in order to minimize
torsional reaction to the discharge of exhaust gas from the
tmget. Water was circulated through the hollow shaft O
for cooling. Static-pressure taps P and Q were located in

the target and the tank, respectively. The pr~we Wm

transmittedfrom tap P through a thin tube R coiled to pro-
“tide a negligible restraining force on the target. The pres-
sures were measured by means of manometers.

Both of the targets were supported on ball bearings G.
The exhaust thrust was determined from readings of the
platform scale H (fig. 2 (a)) and the moment arms. In
order to overcome vibration, the load on the scales was
increased by wei~hts I and carried on rubber bushings J.

Army 100 octane fuel was used in this investigation.

METHODS

EFFECTOFNOZZLEAllEAANDSTACK SHAPE ON ENGINE POWER

The effect of exhaust-shck nozzle area and stack shape
on engine power was determined at engine speeds of 1300,
1600, 1700, 1900, and 2100 rpm and at maximum power
fuel-air ratio, 0.08. Variation in speed of +10 rpm and
in fuel-air ratio. of +0.002 was permitted. In general, for
each exhaust nozzle and stack shape, the engine waa operated
at each speed over the following range of conditions:

(a) Constant inlebmanifold pressure at 30 inches mercury
absolute and variable exhaust-tank pressures from 12 to
30 inches mercury absolute.

(b) Variable in.le&manifoldpressures from 24 to 30 inches
of mercury absolute and constant exhaust-tank pressure at
30 inches mercury absolute.

In addition, variable manifold-pressure runs up to 36
inches mercury absolute were made for the 25-inch stack.

The 108-inch stack with several nozzle areas was investi-
gated at enbfie speeds from 1300 to 21OOrpm in steps of
approximately 100 rpm and at constant ratios pO/pm of
0.4,0.7, and 1.0.

In all runs the oil-out temperature was held between 140°
and 1600 F and the cooling-air pressure drop was held at
approximately 20 inches of water. The carbwetor-~
temperature remained at approsirnately 800 F, with a mrmi-
mum variation of +100 F. The engine power and charge-air
consumption were corrected to a carburetor-air temperature
of 800 F on the ammption that they vary invenmly as the
square root of the absolute temperature. Motoring fiction
with the unm+ricted 25-inch exhaust stack was measured
at wch speed with sea-level inlet and exhaust pressures.
These va!lueawere plotted against engine speed and the data
were faired.

The indicated mean effective prwsure for idl stack shape9
and nozzles were calculated by adding to the brake mean
effective presure, the friction mean effective pressure
detied tim the faired friction curve. The ratio of the
indicated mean effective pr6ssure to the inle~manifold
pressure @ was plotted against the ratio of exhaus~tank
pressure to inlet-manifold pressure pO/p..

The volumetric eftlciency q, was calculated from the weight
of chaxge air by means of the following relation:

2RT
%=o~ X mass of charge air per sec&d

The volumetric efficiency was plotted against pO/pm.
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The ‘quantity A+ for each nozzle and stack was taken as
the difference between the value of + for the nozzle and for
the unrestricted exhaust stack at the same values of engine
speed and pojpm. The values of Ad were calculated from the
faired curves of + and plotted against vo/A for constant
values of po/pmas suggested by equation (1) in the analysis.
The quantity Aq, was determined in a manner similar to
that described for A4.

EFFECT OF NOZZLE AREA AND STACK SHAPE ON EXHAUST-GM THRUST

The thrust of the exhaust gas was determined by discharg-
ing the exhaust gas into the trwgetsshown in figure 2 and by
reading on the scale a quantity proportional to the reaction
of the target. Because each target was designed to dis-
charge the exhaust gas at right angles to the direction that
it issued horn the exhaust stack, the reaction of the target

is equal to the exhaust-gas thrust. The target reaction was
calculated from the scale reading by multiplying by the
lever-arm ratio.

The thrust determinations were made with the 26-inch
stack, the 180° bend, and the branched stack. Each stack
was tested at engine speeds of 1300, 1500, 1700, 1900, and
2100 rpm with several different nozzle areas. In general,
for each nozzle area the engine was operated over the fol-
lowing range of conditions:

(a) Constant inlebmanifold pressure at’30 inches of mer-
cury absolute and variable thrust-target pressuresfrom 12 to
30 inches of mercury absolute.

(b) Variable inlehmanifold pressures from 24 to 30 inches
of mercury absolute and constant thrust-target pressure at
30 inches of mercury absolute.

In some cases for the 25-inch stack, the inlet-manifold
pressure was varied from 22 to 36 inches mercury absolute ,
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with the thrust-target pressure constant at 30 inches of
mercury absolute.

The weight of exhaust gas was determined by means of
the calibrated orifice in the air-intake duct and the rotam-
eter in the fuel line. The thrust data are presented by
plotting the ratio .F/M,or T. against pA/M. in accordance
with equation (2) in the analysis.

For the purpose of checking the exhaust th.ruMmm.sure-
ments and studying the exhaust process, indicator cards were
taken in the c} linder and in the 25-inch exhaust stack by
means of a I?arnboro pressure indicator at an engine speed
of 1900 rpm and sea-level inlehmanifold and exhaust pres-
sure for six nozzle areas from 0.91 to 4.20 square inches..
The impact pressure in the exhaust stack and the instan-
taneous and the average thrust were calculated from the
indicator cards by the method given in appendix II of
reference 3.

DISCUSSIONOF IUISULTS

THEEFFECT OF NOZZLE AREA AND STACK SHAPE ON ENGINE POWEFi

The variation of the ratio 4 of imep to the inlet-manifold
pressure with the ratio of atmospheric to inlet-manifold
pressure po/p. for a range of nozzle areas and engine speeds
is shown in figure 3“for the 25-inch stack. The curves marked

4.20-square-inch nozzle area on this and subsequent figures
represent the unrestricted exhaustitack condition. The
same curve was obtained for a given nozzle and engine speed
regardless of which term in the quantity p.lpm was varied.
This result is in agreement with the analysis. Generally, #
for constant engine speed and nozzle area decreases at an
increasing rate a9pO/p~increasw. The value of+ at constant
engine speed and po/pmand the average rate of decrease of $
with pO/pmdecrease with a decrease in nozzle area.

The variation of@ with pO/p. for the 44-inch stack is shown
in figure 4. Comparison with the data for the 25-inch stack
(fig. 3) shows that no appreciable ,change was caused by the
increased length. ‘However, when the length was increased
b 108 inches, the effects of resonanca between the natural
frequency of pressure waves in the exhaust system and
engine speed were appreciable and no, correlation was ob-
tained by plotting @ against p.lp.. The long stack was
found to have an adverse effect on engine power for most
practicnl combinations of engine speed and nozzle area.
(See fig. 20, reference 4.) -

The variation of 1$with pO/pmfor the 90° bend, the S-
shaped stack, the 1800 bend, and the branched stack are
shown in figures 5, 6, 7, and 8, respectively. These curves
have the same general shape as those for the 25-inch stack

74002=%13
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(@. 3). The variation of@ with po/p= for these stacks with
unrestricted nozzles aggees fairly well with that for the 2%
inch S&k.

The variation of volumetric efficiency q, with pO/pmfor
constant engine speeds and nozzle arens is shown in figures
9 and 10 for the 25-inch stack snd the S-shaped stack,

other stacks, which will be presented later, were obtained
by extrapolating the curves of @ against pO/pm. It is noted
that a single curve is obtained when A+ is plotted against
WIJA regardless of whether engine speed or nozzle size is
varied further substantiating the analysis. At low values
of v~n/A, A4= O but as vo/A increases a point is reached

II
i--iVttthlhrtllllll, ,m

[sq h)
o 4.20
❑ 2.85
v 2.24
A
i- ;37

Ftrima10.—Vartntiomof volmmtrfu oftkfoncy g. with pJp. and nazzfe arm at mustant onginb spmda for S-abapM stnok.

respectively. These results me typical of the other stacks
and have the same general shape as the + curvw.

The change in engine power caused by exhaust+nozzle
restriction for constant engine speed and p.lpm is repre-
sented by A+. Because the value of + for the unrestricted
area is subtracted from that for the restricted area, negative
values of A+ indicate a loss in engine power.

The values of A+ for the 25-inch stack are &own in iigure
11 plotted against v~n/Afor various valu~ of pO/p.. The
values of A@ at po/pm= 0.2 for this stack as well as those for

where Ad decreases sharply with further increase in vdn/A,
Although a smooth transition ?lom the region A+=O to the
region of loss in power A+<O probably occurs, the transition
is sufficiently abrupt tlmt no appreciable error results from
drawing separate straight Iinea through the points in the
two regions. “The intersections of these lines mark the
critical values of v~/A or the values at which the engine
begins to lose power. The cy.rves of Ad for the 44-inoh
stack and the branched stack (not preimnted)show a similar
sharp transition.
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Valuesoof A+ me plotted sgainst u~/A in figures 12 and 13
for the 90° bend and the S-shaped stacks, respectively.
There appears to be a smooth transition from the region of
no 10SSin power to the region where a loss occurs. The
values of A@ for 1800 bend (not prwented) show a similar
smooth twmsition. Thus it appears that curved staclm
have a smooth transition in contrast to stiaight stacks up
to 44-inches long with or without a branch. Comparison
of @ures 11, 12, and 13 shows that the rate of decrease of
tie power ~~ de~e~e of nose area for the curved
stacks is initialIy less than that for the 25-inch stack, but
approaches the rate for the 25-inch stack as nozzle area is
greatly redumd.

A

FIGURE u—l%datkmofw withvfl/Afor ‘W Lwul.
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A

Fmum lS.-VarhtLm MM wfth v#A for.S-chqd stack.

A

o 100 200 300 400 500 600
w n/A , ftf sec

Fmm 14—Vaiatfon of &. wfth r@A for M4nah sbak.
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Ar/v

FIGURE15.—VarMion of &. wfth ##,4 for W bend.

The values of A~, for the 25-inch, the 90° bend, and the
S&shapedstacks are shown in iigurcs 14, 15, and 16, respec-
tively, plotted against udn/Afor various values of p.lp..
The values of Av, at pO/pm=O.2were obtained by extrapola&
ing the ~, curmx. These curves and those for the other
slmpea not presented show some scatter and two straight
intersecting lines represent the data as well aa any curve.
A smrdlernozzle can be used with the 90° bend without loss

in volumetric eflk.iency than for the 25-inch or S-shaped
stack.

A compmison of the A+ and the Av, curves shows, as the
nozzle area is reduced for a given set of operating conditions,
that the point at which power 10SSbegins is reached before
the engine loses volumetric efficiency. The difference is
caused by the increase in piston work with the reduction in
nozzle size, which becomes noticeable before the loss in
volumetric efficiency.
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The critical values of vdn/A,or values at which the engine
just begins to lose power (A@= O), me shown in figure 17
for all the stacks. For all the stacks the critical vilue of
V@/A iIlCWEW9 With l?o/&. The curves for the 25-inch stack
are superimposed on each curve of the other stacks for ready
comparison. The qitical values for the 44-inch stack agree
with those for the 25-inch stack over the range of po/pm.
The branched stack has lower values for low value+ of p./p=
but agrees with those for the 25-inch stack at values of
POIP~nbove 0.7. The values for the three curved stacks are
about 60 feet per second lower than those for the 25-inch
stack over the range of pO/p..

EFFECT OFNOZZLE Sf2E AND STACK SHAPE ON EXEAUST THRUST

The data on the effect of nozzle size on exhaust+gasthrust
for the 25-inch stack are shown in @urea 18 and 19, in which
the thrust as represented by 7. is plotted against p. AIM..
All the data axe plotted as a &ngle curve in figure 18. The
points for each nozzle area are plotted on separate curves in
figure 19 and are keyed according to engine speed and to
inlet and exhaust conditions in order to allow examination
of the data for any trend with these variables. The curves
in figure 19 are sections of the curve faired through all of the
data (fig. 18).

The dispersion of the pointi in figure 19 appeam @ be
mainly the result of experimental error as no trend can be
noticed with the separate variables. It may be concluded
from an tmamimtion of this figure that plotting Vc against
pOA/M, provides a good correlation of the data over the
complete range of operating conditions.

The variation of ~, with pOAIM* for the exhaust stack
having rL180° bend is shown in figure 20 (a). Inspection of
the figure shows that the data agree satisfackmily with the
curve obtained for the 25-inch stack. Because the exhaust-
gas thrust obtained with the 180° bend agreed with that
obtained with the 25-inch stack and as sticks having bends
of less than 180° may be expected to have correspondingly
less effect on exhrmst+gasthrust, it is believed that the curve
of ~. against p. A/M. for the 25-inch stack may be used to
predict the thrust obtainable with all single stacks having
smooth bends of various degrees.

The variation of ~. with p. A/M. for the branched stack is
plotted in figure 20 (b). The data with the unrestricted
stack fit the curve for the 25-inch stack fairly well, but thoso
with the restricted nozzles are somewhat smaller for a given
value of pOA/M,. This difference is probably due to th6
incrense in stack volume caused by the presence of the
branch; the added volume acts to reduce the pressure of the
gas in the stack and thereby increases the throttling losses
at the exhaust valve and hence reduc~ the mean jet velocity.

Po/Pnz

(a) 44-inohstaok.

(b) 93” trend.
.-

(0) s-6b8pMIEtaok.

(d) 1S0”bond.

(e) Branohwl staok.

FIGURE17.—voiiatlon of Oiticd Vfdnw of o@4 mltb pJp..
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(a) Node anw CMswam fndm. (b) Nczzle are% 2.85sqnere fnck.
Fmu= 19—V8ri8tf0n of mmn exhanst-gB9jot vcdadty 7, with p,A/M.for 2&fnch .stmk.
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Tlmse data were intended to show the,effect of discharging
into a common stack th9 exhaust horn two cylindem firing
alternatively as in a multicylinder installation. Because of
the complexity of the phenomenon in branched stacks,
doubt exists as to the ~eneral applicability of these data.

The static pressuresin the cylinder and the exhaust stackE
measured by means of the Farnboro indicai%r me shown in
figure 21 for a series of nozzle sizes and the 25-inch stack at
the following engine conditions:

Engine speed, ~m--------------------------------------- 1900
Inld.-mnnifold pressure, in. Ha----------------------------- 30
Atmospheric pressure, in. Ha------------------------------ 30
FucJ-dr mtio -------------------------------------------- 0.08

The impact pressure in the exhaust stack, ‘calculated by
means of equations developed in appendix II of reference 3,
is also shown in this f@re. The impact pressure for the
large nozzles is considerably lW than the cylinder pressure,
showing a large loss in available mechanical energy through
the exhaust port. As the nozzle size is decreased, the imp-

act prcwmre in the stack approaches the cylinder pressure
and the loss in available mechanical energy is decreased.
The increase in available mechanical energy results in an
increase in exhaust thrust. The values of the exhaust
thrust, calculated fkom the impact prmwrw and those com-
puted from the faired curve in figure 18, are given in the
key of &ure 21 and are seen to be in fair agreement.

The engine power also was measured while the indicator
cards were taken. At this time the exhaust stack& open
to the atmosphere; the values of + thus serve to check the
values determined when the stack discharged into a closed
tank. The values of @ shown in figure 21 remain substan-
thlly constant until a nozzle area betmeen 2.24 and 1.77
square inches is reached, beyond which further reduction in
nozzle area causes a large decrease in power. The results
obtained with the exhaust tank show that the maximum
value of v&/A for no loss in engine power for pO/p~= 1 is
250 feet per second. This value of vM/A lies between the
values for the 2.24- and 1.77-square-inch nozzles and thus
checks the results obtained with, atmospheric exhaust.
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(a) NerxlB areaj 2!24SQnareInehe!.

?,> Crank angle der fop cenfer, deg
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EFFECT OF NOZZLE AREA AND STACK SHAPE ON NET THRUST

Vnlue9 of effective mean exhaust-gas veloci@j (~,)ti, m
determined by equation (5) amishown in figure 22 plotted
against pOAIM, at constantvalues of pO/p. for three values

of airplane ~elocity divided by propeller efficiency V/qP.
Curves aro given for the 25-inch staok, the S-shaped stack,
and the 900 bend. These curves were computed on the
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FIauncz2-Vmiatkmof(fiJdfwithp.AJMti

basis of T.=540a R, j =0.08, and q, at 2100 rpm. Volu-
metric efficiency was determined by the relation.

vc=io+h,

where q,,Ow-asthe value at 2100 rpm and Aq. was obtained
from the appropriate curves of AT, against v.nJA. Values of
A4 were obtained from faired curves of A4 against vdn/Aand
~. was obtained from the curves of Te against pOAJM. for
the 25-inch stack.

Asp. A/M. is reduced (at constant p./p.) by reducing the
area A, (~.).ff continuously increasas until the point is
-reached at which the engine begins to lose power. At this
point (~.).~~ branchea horn the curve for ~. (A@=O) and
eventually falls toward zero. For the 25-inch strtclc fie

maximum value of (~.) ,ff occurs at the point where the engine
first loses power independently of airplane speed because
the loss in engine power occurs abruptly. For the curved
stacks the @cidence of loss in engine power is gradual;
hence, for each airplane speed, (7.) .fr continues to increase
until “the optimum nozzle mess for that speed is reached;
thereafter (7.)Wf decreases. Lines showing the maximum
value of (Vc),,j for airplane speeds of 200, 35o, and 500
miles per hour have been drawn in figures 22@) and 22 (c).

It is noted that these maximum values of ( V.),Jf in figures
22 (b) and 22 (c) are obtained only at the optimum value of
vdnlA for each value of polpmand V[VP. The relative values+
of the maximum valuea of (TC)VJfor different airplane speeds “
at constant p. A/M. have no significant meaning because for
constant values of pO/pmthe maximums occur at diflerent
values of po A/Mg for each airphme speed.

It is noted that for the curved stacks (figs. 22 (b) and
22 (c)) the curves of (F.)6f~ against po A/M. for constant
p~/p~ are relatively flat near their maximum values and the
nozzle area may vary considerably without greatly affecting
the net gain in thrust power.

The optimum values of vdn/Aplotted against po/pmfor the
S-shaped stack and the 90° bend are shown in figure 23.
The optimum values of vm/A are the values for which the
gain ip net thrust horsepower is a maximum at- the given
Vtlhlmof pO/p. and V/qP. Optimum values for the 25-inch
stack, which are the same as the critical values when A@= O
(fig. 17), are superimposed on the curves for the two curved
stack. These optimum valuea were calculated from equn-
tion (6) using the values of po/pmand pc AIM. for maximum
(~.)u, corrwponding to A@=O and to values of V from 200
to 500 ties pW hour (fig. 22).

Inspection of figure 23 sho-ivsthat the optimum value of
v@/A, for a constant value of polpm,increases with V; thus,
for a given engine and engine speed, the correct nozzle area
will decrease as V increases. The optimum values of v.n[A
decreases as the ratio pO/p. decreases indicating that, in
general, the required nozzle ar”ea will increase with the
oritical altitude. The optimum valuea of v.in/A for the
S-shaped stack and for the 90° bend are substantially the
same.

Figure 23 is convenient for determining the correct nozzle
area for a given set of conditions. Figure 22 can be used to
predict the gain in performance to be expected from the
installation.
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The method of using the curves is shown by the following
example if the following conditions are assumed:
Engine displacement volumq cu b------------------------- 1800
Numberof qfidem -------------------------------------- 14
Enginesp@ ~m--------------------------------------- xoo

Brake hoNPww ---------------------------------------- 1100
Atmospheric pressure, in. Hg absolute --------------------- 13.75
Inlehnanifold pressure, in. Hg abmluk --------------------- 43.00
Propeller effldenoy --------------------------------------- Q 85
@heveloci&, mph----------------------------------- 360

Then p./p~=13.75/43. O=O.32

If S-shaped stacks are used, the value of van/Acorrespond-
ing to maximum performsme is 145 (fig. 23(a)). The nozzle
area per cylinder,is given by

1800 2400 144=—=
arm & 14X 1728X 60 ‘~=2”g6 ‘qume ‘Chw

For a charge consumption of 2.4 pounds per second pOA/M,
is giVSRby

~A=13.75xo.491x 144xgx14;y”2
●

=3750 feet per second

From figurq 22(b) the corresponding value of (~,)ef, is 2300
feet per second and the net gain in thrust horsepower is given
by

~T=M,(~e).nV_ 2.4 2300
550 32.2X 550 X~14=160.0 horsepower

This value & 17.12 percent of the engine thrust horsepower.
On the assumption that the airplane velocity varies as the
cube root of the thrust horsepower, the increase in V is
given by ~

AV=350[~~2—1]=18.9 miles per hour

The thrust horsepower of the jet alone is obtained using ~,
from the curve AI#J=Oand is eqwil to P= where

M.~.V 2.4 2350p,===———
32.2X S50 X514= 163.5 homepower

The difference in thrust horsepower, 163.5–160.0=3,6, is
due to the loss’in engine power.

If the example is computed on the basis of the value of
v~/A at which the engine begins to lose power, the required
nozzle area is 3.54 square inches per cylinder, which is 19.6
percent greater than the area corresponding to maximum
performance. The value of ~ for this caae becomes 2210
feet per second, PJ becomes 154.3 horsepower, and the value
of AV is approximately18.2 miks per hour. The difference
in performance with the two nozzle areas is slight and the
use of the large nozzle is probably better from consideration
of engine cooling and the high engine speed required for
take-off.

An example of the gain in thrust horsepower to be ex-
pected horn exhaust-gas jet propulsion is shown in figure 24.
In these computations an inlet-manifold temperature of 8001?,
an exhaust-gas flow of 0.002 pound per second per br~ke
horsepower, a propellereiliciencyof 0.85, and the volumetric
efficiency shown for the unrestricted 25-inch stack in figure

9 were assumed. The percentage gain in thrust horsepower

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 Lo k2
Pal/Pm

FIGUBE24.-ExnmPle of @n In thrust horm~wur ti~ b- Rt PmP~on
with oPthnnm@A. Exhmmt@a fknv,0#2 pound P swond per bhw q, taken
from figure % n. O* ZHnoh @wk.

. ,.
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at constant airplane velocity V increased at an increasing
rate as pO/pm’decreased; at high akplane velocity (5oOmph)
and altitude (corresponding b p./pm= 0.2) the gain in
thrust horsepower is 27 percent of the engine thrust horse-
power.

The values of vdn/Aused in the preceding examples to

determine the optimum nozzle area are smaller than the

corresponding values of v&/A at which the air flow to the

engine begins to fall off. Consequently, the percentage

increase in thermal efficiency will be the same as the gain

in thrust horsepower.

CONCLUSIONS

Baaed on test-stand measurements of the effect of eshaust-
stack-nozzle mea, shape, and length on engine power and
cxlmust-gas thrwt for an 1820-G single-cylinder engine
operating from 1300 to 2100 rpm, inlet-manifold pressure
from 24 to 30 inches mercury absolute, and simulated
altitude pressure from la to 30 inches mercury absolute,
it is concluded that:

1. The variation of engine power with exhaust-stack-
nozzle mea may be correlated in terms of two variables; (a)
the ratio of simulated altitude pressure to the inlet-manifold
pressure and (b) the product of the engine displacement”
volume and the engine speed divided by the nozzle area.

2. For each stack and engine operating condition, a
critical nozzle area e.sistsbelow which a loss in engine power
occurs.,

3. The presence of smooth bgnds in individual &f.haU8t
stacks having no nozzle restriction had no appreciable effect
on engine power.

4. Increases of stack length up to 44 inches had no effect
on engim power; a stack 108 inches long had an adverse

effecton engine-power for most practical. combinations of
nozzle area and engine speed.

5. The data on exhaust-gas thrust may be correlated by
plotting the mean exhaust-ga9 jet velocity against the pro-
duct of the atmospheric pressure and the nozzle area divided
by the mass of exhaust gas discharge per unit time.

6. The mean exhaust-gas jet velocity obtained with
individual exhaust stacks was not appreciably changed by
the addition of smooth bends to the exhaust stack or by
changes in length up to at least 44 inches. Tbe curve
obtained for the 25-@ch stack may be used to predict the ‘
thrust obtainable with stacks in the foregoing cltication.

7. Large gains in net thrust can be obtained by use of jet
stacks. This thrust power is proportional to airplane speed
and at 500 miles per hour at a ratio of altitude pressure to
inlet-manifold pressure of 0.2, the jet-thrust power is 27
percent of the engine thrust ho~epower.

LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMWPEE FOR AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY FIELD, VA., Augwt 14, 1943.
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